Based on well known results from the Tchebycheff approximation of functions, we conjecture that at the min-max the magnitude of the normalized torques will be equal at all of the joints. It is an easier problem to find the values of the joint variables that equalize the torques than to perform a large set of slow searches. Furthermore, paths that equate the torques are likely to be continuous in joint space.
We have explored paths that equalize the magnitude of the normalized torques for a three link planar manipulator on a platform and for the seven degree of freedom CESARm on a three degree of freedom platform. For the planar arm, we find many analytical solutions that minimize the torque in various regions of the workspace. For the CESARm, the most attractive solution covers a wide range of the workspace and has only one discontinuity in a joint variable. We have found paths that can bridge the discontinuity at a small penalty of increased torque. Paths that equate ",.hetorques are attractive candidates for large scale motion by a mobile manipulator.
INTRODUCTION
Consider a mobile manipulator with many redundant degrees of freedom. A mission for the mobile manipulator robot wiU be subdivided into a sequence of tasks. During a task, the robot moves from an initial configuration to a final configuration while minimizing an objective function.
The objective function could have several components including: obstacle avoidance, torque minimization, manipulability, and platform stability (see [ 1] and [2] ). In this paper, we consider a large scale motion while minimizing a single compontent of the objective function: the maximum value of the torque.
Manipulators consist of rigid links that are connected by joints. The joints can be revolute or prismatic. The number of degrees of freedom of a manipulator is the number of joint variables that must be specified to uniquely determine ali of the parts of the machine. If the vector P is the location of a point on the manipulator (usually the position of the end effector) in Cartesian space and e is the vector of joint variables:
For the manipulator, the Jacobian [J] maps the joint velocities to Cartesian velocities:
' where 
Let Q be the maximum of the magnitudes of the joint torques (Qi) divided by a limit for each joint (wi):
Our objective is to determine the values of the joint variables (oi) that will lninimize Q (the maximum of the normalized torques). Solving this min-max problem will resolve the redundancy for the joint variables.
Given a Cartesian position (P), we can solve the rain-max problem. However, continuous motions in Cartesian space will probably not result in continuous paths in joint space. Our goal is to determine continuous paths for the joint variables that will minimize Q during a large scale motion by the mobile manipulator that is continuous in Cartesian space.
Conventional search techniques slowly solve min-max problems. The basic reason is that the conventional search techniques assume that the function is differentiable and Q is usually not differentiable at the minimum. We performed some numerical experiments at a few isolated points and found that at the min-max, the magnitude of the normalized torques were equal at all of the
joints. Based on well known results from the Tchebycheff approximation of functions, we conjecture that at the min-max the magnitude of the normalized torques will be equal at all of the joints. Thus, we will explore continuous paths for the joint variables that will equalize the magnitude of the normalized torques during a large scale motion by the mobile manipulator. It is an easier problem to find the values of the joint variables that equalize the torques than to perform a large set of slow searches. Furthermore, paths that equate the torques are likely to be continuous in joint space.
In the next section, we will review Tchebycheff approximation of functions and map the results to our min-max problem. In the third section, we will find min-max paths for a planar manipulator. In the ft_urth section, we will explore min-max paths for the CESARm. The final section will present our conclusions.
TCHEBYCHEFF APPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONS
This section presents the theory of Tchebycheff approximation of functions and is based on the book by Rice [3] . Our goal is to approximate a function f(x) that is continuous on 
Let E be the maximum error:
For the best approximation, the parameters minimize the maximum error. Thus, Tchebycheff approximation is a rain-max problem.
Before we can state the theorem that describes the best approximations, we will make two definitions:
1.
The error curve e(x,a) is said to alternate n times on a set S if there are n + 1 points xi < x2 < -" < Xn+l in S such that e(xi,a) = -e(xi+l,a) = + E. For a best Tchebycheff approximation with n parameters (ai), there are n+l points (xi) such that le(xi,a)l = E.
To make the analogy between the Tchebycheff approximation problem and our torque minmax problem, we will identify the points (xi) with the joints and identify the parameters (ai) with the joint variables (Oi). K we identify L(xi,a) with Qi / wi and assume that rfx) is zero, then E is identified with Q. Based on the theorem for Tchebycheff approximation, we conjecture that at the min-max the magnitude of the normalized torques will be equal at ali of the joints.0Qil / wi = Q for ali i). In future research, we will explore what assumptions cn the functions that relate the torques to the joint variables are required to prove our conjecture.
MIN-MAX PATHS FOR A PLANAR MANIPULATOR
We consider a mobile planar manipulator with three revolute joints (Oi). The platform can move in the x direction. The manipulator can reach points in the (x,z) plane. We assume that the platform will control the x coordinate of the arm's tip (P) [we recognize that obstacles could prevent free motion of the platform in the x direction]. If the lengths of the three links of the arm are (1, 1, and 0.5) meters, the z coordinate of P is given by: 
We have three joint angles controlling the height of the arm (z). Given a desired change in height, we would like to determine paths for zhe joint angles that minimize the maximum of the torque during the motion (we assume that the weights are: wi = 1). We assume that the magnitudes of the torques are equal during the motion. We can distinguish four cases:
Each case has four subcases. We will define the subcases for case 1 and case 3. For case 1, cos xgl = 0, and cos gr2 = 0. Thus, xgl = + n / 2, _s2 = + n / 2, and V3 = V-For case 3, cos _[/1+ cos I1/2-" 0, and cos _t2 + cos Vs = 0. Thus, _1 = V, V2 = 7r+ V, and V3 = + "q/.
n Maximum torque (Q) is plotted against height (for positive values of z) in Fig. 1 for the subcases of case 1 and case 2. For subcase 1 of case 1 (Q:I in Fig. 1 ), the maximum torque decreases from 0.5 to 0 as z increases from 0 to 0.5. For subcase Q:3, z increases from 0 to 0.5 and Q is always less than the other options. Thus, of the five options in Fig. 1 , Q"3 is the best uption for moving from 0 to 0.5, Option Q21 is best in the range from 0.5 to 1.5. While option Q22 is not the best option for most of its range:, it is the only' option that can move from 0 to 2.5. Figure 2 displays the results for cases 3 and 4, while Fig. 3 presents a summary of the options that are best for some rano_eof z. Option "_" " .., _.'_is best for the range from 0 to 0.5. Option 3" is best for about half of its range. Option 32 is best for about one third of its range, but it has the most range. Options 21 and 12 have limited ranges where they are best.
By examining the 16 cases where the magnitudes of the torques are equal during the motion, we have found several attractive options for mo,ring through portions of the range of the manipulator. The values of the three joint variables were found analytically for each case.
MIN-MAX PATHS FOR CESARM
The CESARrn is a manipulator with 7 de,ees of freedom (including a 3 de_ee of freedom spherical wrist) and a high capacity to weight ratio [4] (see Fig. 4 ). We assume that the CESARm is mounted on a mobile platform. The platform can move in the x and y directions. The manipulator can reach points in three dimensional (x,y,z) space. We assume that the platform will control the x and y coordinate of the arm's tip (P) [we recognize that obstacles could prevent free motion of the platform in the (x,y) plane]. We will not consider the last three de,ees of freedom that control the spherical wrist. Since the first joint variable does not change the z coordinate of P, we will neglect it.
The z coordinate of P is given by:
where si = sin (80, ci = cos (Cii),and:
G (04) = a4 c4 + a3 (14)
H (04) "-a 4 s 4 -d3 (15) and a3, an, and d3 are constants. If the force is directed downward (Fz = -1 newtons), the joint torques are given by:
t Q4 = -1t4 s2 c3 s4 + a.4 c2 c4
We have three joint angles (02, 03, 04) controlling the height of the arm (z). Given a desired change in height, we would like to determine paths for the joint angles that minimize the maximum of the torque during the motion (we assume that the weights are: wi = 1). We assume that the magnitudes of the torques are equal during the motion. Define K3 to be the ratio of Q4 and 0.3 and K4 to be the ratio of Q3 and Q4. Since K3 = +1 and K4 = +1, we can distinguish four cases. For the planar manipulator, the four cases were distinct. For the CESARm, we will now show that the four cases correspond to changes of variables.
If the sign of 03 is changed, the sign of s3 changes. Consequently, the signs of z, 0.2, and Q4 are unchanged, while the sign of 0.3 changes. Thus, the signs of both K3 and K4 change (case 4).
If the sign of 02 is changed and 03 is replaced by (rc-(33),the signs of s2 and c3 change. Consequently, the signs of z and Q4 are unchanged, while the signs of Q2, and Q3 change. Thus, the sign of Ka changes (case 2).
If the sign of (32is changed and (33is replaced by (rc + (33),the signs of s_, s3, and c3 change. Consequently, the signs of z, Q3, and Q4 are unchanged, while the sign of 0.2 changes. Thus, the sign of K3 changes (case 3).
Since the four cases are not distinct, we assume that K3 = K4 = 1. We have two equations in three unknowns. We can eliminate (32and obtain a single equation relating (33and 04. We assume that 134 is known and use a search technique to find all of the values of (33that satisfy the equation (when 134is known, we have replaced a two parameter search of a function that does not have a continuous derivative by a one parameter search of a function with a continuous derivative). The results are displayed in Fig. 5 .
Our goal is to determine continuous paths for the joint variables that will minimize Q during a large scale vertical motion by the mobile manipulator. Fig. 5 has several isolated points where the torque is zero. However, isolated points are not useful for long motions. We can separate the paths in Fig. 5 into three distinct paths that have continuous values of the joint variables (see Figs. 6 to 8). We will call these paths: Path 1, Path 2, and Path 3
The most attractive path is Path 1 (shown in Fig. 6 ) and covers a large range in height (z). For the path, all of the joint variables are continuous except (32which has a discontinuity at z = 0 (see Figs. 9 to 11). We have investigated methods for brid_ng the discontinuity in (32. A path with equal magnitudes for two of the three torques is better than a linear change in 132 between the two values at z = 0. For both bridging paths (see Fig. 12 ), the maximum value of the torque is less than 0.2, while the maximum value in Fig. 6 is close to 0.3.
CONCLUSIONS
We have considered the problem of determining the time trajectories of the joint variables of a mobile manipulator with many redundant degrees of freedom that will minimize the maximum value of the torque during a large scale motion by the manipulator. Conventional search techniques slowly solve min-max problems. The basic reason is that the search techniques assume that the function is differentiable and the function is usually not differentiable at the min-max point. We performed some numerical experiments at a few isolated points and found that at the rain-max, the magnitude of the normalized torques were equal at all of the joints. Based on well known results from the Tchebycheff approximation of functions, we conjecture that at the min-max the magnitude of the normalized torques will be equal at all of the joints. It is an easier problem to find the values of the joint variables that equalize the torques than to perform a large set of slow searches.
Furthermore, paths that equate the torques are likely to be continuous in joint space.
We have explored paths that equalize the magnitude of the normalized torques for a planar manipulator and for the CESARm during a large scale vertical motion. For the planar arm, we find many analytical solutions that minimize the torque in various regions of the workspace. For the CESARm, the most attractive solution covers a wide range of the workspace and has only one 
